Mobility beyond limits!

Don‘t fall, safety in bath & toilet is one of the most important issues for daily living!

MOBILE GRAB HANDLES
Nominal Load & Technical Aids.
A grab handle that as a medical product has a maximum
permissible carrying load of 75kg as determined by
the manufacturer, may only be distinguished with the
TÜV-SÜD seal if it has passed the overload test with
the 1.5-fold nominal carrying load (112.5 kg = 150%)
during a predetermined holding period. In addition, a
series of continuous tests is performed e.g., 15,000
times a simulated grip load in order to prove that
the reliability of the grip is ensured permanently and
without damages. The nomial carring load is being
lasertransferred readably into the grip while used.
Therefore all mobile MOBELI grab handles bear the
CE logo. All CE marked products are medical devices
class I and tested by the German Technical Inspection
Agency TÜV SÜD. All products confirm to the directive
93/42/EWG.
According to the Medical Devices Act, medical devices
must follow the principles of integrated safety and
meet the requirements of state of the art development.
For this reason, we only fabricate grab handles,
that are equipped with the MOBELI vacuum safety
indicator. Worldwide it is the exceptional solution for
monitoring the vacuum of the grab handle.
Technical Aids: Products that are certified by TÜV-SÜD
as technical aids must fulfill a number of criteria;
thus e.g. extensive risk analyses have to be performed,
bio compatibility must be proven, and clinical tests
carried out. By definition (EN12182:1999) technical
aids are understood as euqipment (for handicapped
persons) or technical systems that are intended for
prevention (falling prophylaxis), treatment, or healing
of injuries, damages, capability restrictions, or other
impairments.
All MOBELI products are certified by TÜV-SÜD
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MOBILE GRAB HANDLES
Safty with system.
The patented MOBELI system by ROTH offers practical
assistance that has satisfactorily proven itself in the
best possible way for many years in the everyday life
of handicapped and older persons. The mobile grips
are quickly and comfortably attached and just as easily
disassembled again. Simply press the two suction pads
with 120 mm diameter each onto a plane, non-porous
surface, press down the vacuum rocker arm – that’s it.
Without gluing and without using a power drill.
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The 120 mm vakuum pads are made of special rubber and are even
suitable for slightly structured bathroom and WC tile surfaces.

MOBELI safety indicator.
The latest innovation of the MOBELI holding grips
is simply revolutionary. Because we present you a
world novelty: The first grab handle that permanently
measures the vacuum state – and thus its own adhesive
strength (1). The MOBELI safety rocker continuously
examines the vacuum. If the warning rocker is sunk flat
in the lever, the adhesive strength is correct and the grip
is fully able to take its load (2). If the warning rocker
rises and the red edge of the rocker becomes visible, the
MOBELI suction head must be released and fastened a
new (3/4). The safety indicator is also suitable for persons with weak eyesight because in case of vacuum loss
the warning rocker is capable of being easily felt.
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Safety lock: To avoid that the
patented mobile system get
stolen, a safety lock should
be used, specially in hotels,
hospitals, nursing home and
other public institutions.

Maximun safety
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100% Load capacity
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Attention! Red Alert
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FIXED-LENGTH GRAB
HANDLES
Safty with system.
The choice is yours. You can select among
four grab handles with fixed grab bar
lengths of 110 mm, 210 mm, 350mm, and
650 mm. The grab bars are compatible,
so you can start with a short grab handle
and additionally order a longer one if the
need arises. Simply insert the grab bar,
and your „new“ grab handle is finished.
The fixed-length grab handle differ from
the telescopic grab handle only by a grab
bar with three predetermined fixed lengths.
MEASUREMENTS:

Therefore you should pay attention at the
time of purchase that the length of the grab
handle is compatible with the tile grid of
the place where it will be attached. The
three mobile fixed-length grab handles are
optimized for a tile grid of 150 x 150 mm.
The handles can be comfortably attached
horizontally as well as vertically.
This also applies for a tile grid of 200 x 200
mm, but not for the grip with the grab
bar length of 210 mm.
Currently available in three different lengths.
*Product numbers:

210mm: 0225S
350mm: 0226S
650mm: 0227S
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TELESCOPIC GRAB
HANDLES
Safty with system.
Always fitting. The four telescopic grab
handles of the Mobeli system are very
flexible because thanks to the telescopic
grab bar the handle can be placed in any
desired way and on nearly any tile grid, only
dependent on the length of the telescopic
grab handle. The only precondition is a tile
grid of at least 140 x 140 mm and a firm,
plane, and non-porous surface for attachment. The telescopic grab handle enables
horizontal, vertical, and diagonal positioning on every tile grid of at least 140 x
MEASUREMENTS:

140 mm. Worth mentioning: Tile bordering
dimensions can be easily bridged with
the telescopic grab handle. The telescopic
grab handles are available in four different
lengths and can be attached on all plane
and non-porous tiles with a tile grid of
at least 140 x 140 mm. The handles are
particularly well-suited for travelling; with
only a few moves they can be disassembled
and stowed away in your luggage without
taking up much space. Disassembled,
the smallest telescopic grab handle even
disappears in a jacket pocket.
Currently available in three different lengths.
*Product numbers:

220-345mm:

0221S

340-465mm:

0222S

440-565mm:

0223S
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HANDRAIL
Safty with system.
You are looking for an angularly adjustable handrail
with a large radius of action? Voila!
The MOBELI handrail combines all of the advantages
of a horizontal holding grab bar to pull yourself up,
with the advantages of a vertical grab bar, e.g., as
a support for holding while entering and leaving the
shower.
*Product numbers:

Nominal load 65kg: 22H2S
Nominal load 70kg: 26H6S
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TOILET SYSTEM
QuattroPower Support.
Give yourself instantly a safe grip without drilling.
Position the QuattroPower support system, press
down the rocker, that‘s it. Now you have a reliable
aid on flat and non-porous surfaces.
The QuattroPower Support system with 4 vacuum
pads and a very special construction for reducing the
leverage can carry a nominal load of up to 75 kg‘s
and can be used even on tiled hollow space walls.
*Product numbers: 0265S

MEASUREMENTS:
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SAFETY SYSTEM
FOR THE SHOWER
QuattroPower Support.
Give yourself instantly a safe grip without drilling.
Position the QuattroPower support system, press
down the rocker, that‘s it. Now you have a reliable
aid on flat and non-porous surfaces.
The QuattroPower Support system with 4 vacuum
pads and a very special construction for reducing the
leverage can carry a nominal load of up to 75 kg‘s
and can be used even on tiled hollow space walls.
*Product numbers: 0265S
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SAFETY SYSTEM FOR THE TUB
QuattroPower Support optimized for the bathtub.
The QuattoPower Support is perfect for getting in
and out of the tub. Give yourself instantly a safe grip
without drilling. Position the QuattroPower support
system, press down the rocker, that‘s it. Now you
have a reliable aid on flat and non-porous surfaces.
The QuattroPower Support system with 4 vacuum
pads and a very special construction for reducing the
leverage can carry a nominal load of up to 75 kg‘s
and can be used even on tiled hollow space walls.
*Product numbers: 0265S

MEASUREMENTS:

